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**VINDICATED**

"Bryant College, the largest last summer of charges by some Smithfield residents that its sewage was polluting the Woosnagquatucket River, has been vindicated in its protestations of innocence by the New England regional office of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The clearance by the federal service is top-flight welcome news.

In midsummer, an independent study of river waters commissioned by town officials, was reported to show a high phosphorous count. Now, the regional EPA office has confirmed the college's claim of its innocence; the EPA reported that there is no measurable phosphorous influence of Bryant College waste to the Woosnagquatucket River.

"The finding of EPA should be more than enough to silence the critics who, incidentally, are willing to concede that the college has cooperated to the hilt with the town and conservationists in preserving the ecology of the community. But then, Bryant always has been a good sport with the hometown community. Had the college and its officials not tried so hard to do all in their power to create a pleasing campus—as well as a sanitary facility—the criticisms of the summer might have been easier to take. But vindication is sweet, even if delayed—or perhaps sweeter by that delay. It's a pleasant thought, to be able to share it with Smithfield residents that its sewage was not contributing to a pollution problem which concerned the state Environmental Protection Office of that publication.

BULLETIN on Monday, December 3, 1973. We are reprinting it with permission at the request of our Smithfield correspondent.

Dear Editor,

This seminar the Student Senate Committee has worked in conjunction with the Faculty Student Relations Committee to be objective evaluation questionnaires.

*************************

Dear Editor,

I am writing this article as a concerned student of Bryant College who is worried about the future of my fellow classmates and colleagues. This column is I am referring to in people, if I can consider them people, who are deliberately, maliciously, and premeditatedly (sic) deal from other people in this school.

I recently had an important, fairly expensive ($100) item stolen from me (sic). Granted, the item was left in an unprotected or theft inducing place in this school. I will not mention the article stolen, this is irrelevant. The point is it was never definitely stolen, not merely misplaced, for I know precisely where the article was left. This whole scene results in a complete lack of respect for another's belongings.

I couldn't go on letting the matter be unattended. My inner bitter instincts would not let this prevail. I am not proposing to give a goody-goody lecture, nor to I think this article will prevent these ills from happening. Irrevocably (sic) they will always take place. I am only trying to bring these actions to the immediate height of attention to many of you innocent victims, for I was such a victim. I think it is a sad, sad, situation when we no longer can trust our fellow man. But the time is surely here, it is not merely a worry, (sic) a frightening thought, but a reality. Today's youth continually preach about the need for trust and confidence that others should have in one another and in their own selves. Just exactly who are we trying to be? Are we not people? I am sure we cannot expect our elders to believe this philosophy when (sic) is a facade.

If anyone agrees or wishes to rebuke my ideas, this piece will be more than happy to hear them. I am only trying to bring an idea to attention that others may take heed of. If this is the wrong move, then I will gladly respect this and bring these actions to the immediate height of attention to many of you innocent victims, for I was such a victim. I think it is a sad, sad, situation when we no longer can trust our fellow man. But the time is surely here, it is not merely a worry, (sic) a frightening thought, but a reality. Today's youth continually preach about the need for trust and confidence that others should have in one another and in their own selves. Just exactly who are we trying to be? Are we not people? I am sure we cannot expect our elders to believe this philosophy when (sic) is a facade.

If anyone agrees or wishes to rebuke my ideas, this piece will be more than happy to hear them. I am only trying to bring an idea to attention that others may take heed of. If this is the wrong move, then I will gladly respect this and bring these actions to the immediate height of attention to many of you innocent victims, for I was such a victim. I think it is a sad, sad, situation when we no longer can trust our fellow man. But the time is surely here, it is not merely a worry, (sic) a frightening thought, but a reality. Today's youth continually preach about the need for trust and confidence that others should have in one another and in their own selves. Just exactly who are we trying to be? Are we not people? I am sure we cannot expect our elders to believe this philosophy when (sic) is a facade.

If anyone agrees or wishes to rebuke my ideas, this piece will be more than happy to hear them. I am only trying to bring an idea to attention that others may take heed of. If this is the wrong move, then I will gladly respect this and bring these actions to the immediate height of attention to many of you innocent victims, for I was such a victim. I think it is a sad, sad, situation when we no longer can trust our fellow man. But the time is surely here, it is not merely a worry, (sic) a frightening thought, but a reality. Today's youth continually preach about the need for trust and confidence that others should have in one another and in their own selves. Just exactly who are we trying to be? Are we not people? I am sure we cannot expect our elders to believe this philosophy when (sic) is a facade.

If anyone agrees or wishes to rebuke my ideas, this piece will be more than happy to hear them. I am only trying to bring an idea to attention that others may take heed of. If this is the wrong move, then I will gladly respect this and bring these actions to the immediate height of attention to many of you innocent victims, for I was such a victim. I think it is a sad, sad, situation when we no longer can trust our fellow man. But the time is surely here, it is not merely a worry, (sic) a frightening thought, but a reality. Today's youth continually preach about the need for trust and confidence that others should have in one another and in their own selves. Just exactly who are we trying to be? Are we not people? I am sure we cannot expect our elders to believe this philosophy when (sic) is a facade.
Another Rip Off?

Dear Editor,

In the last few months the Senate of Bryant College has held numerous mixers for the student body. At these events students have been charged $2.59 and, most recently, inflation has set in with the charge jumping to $3.75. Unbelievably, there has not been any opposition to this admission fee. This could only result from widespread ignorance of a very interesting fact: referring to the fact that students are expressly entitled to attend dances without charge.

To evidence this, the August 1972 issue of the Supplement to the Bulletin of Bryant College for the 1972-1973 academic year states that students pay a tuition fee and general fee of $2,200. The general fee covers such things as an "activity fee which includes free admission to all college-sponsored affairs such as movies, dances, etc." Why then, should we tolerate admission charges?

It must be understood that this article is not to place blame on the Senate since they may not actually have the finances to back dances, but the point is: THEY SHOULD HAVE! What is the Administration doing with that money collected from each student? Hopefully, the Senate will continue having these mixers as they have attracted a substantial amount of interest and attendance; but I think it's time someone cleared it up, for it seems that we students are once again getting ripped off.

Country Comfort Is Here For You

Dear Editor,

This letter is directed to all you students who feel that the College owes you something. There is a little place on campus called the Country Comfort that is not being used to its full capacity. Of course, I guess it really doesn't matter as long as the place is full and the Frat parties are overloaded with a bunch of drunken, loud, and obnoxious students who can be heard for miles around. Let it be known that I have nothing against the frat parties or the frat, but I do have something against those students who feel the College owes them something, or it if everything.

The frat parties add life to Bryant life, but at the same time they are taking the life out of Country Comfort. The coffee house has so much to offer the students. It's a place where all the students can go and just have a good time. Entertainment is provided on weekends so that the student can sit and just plain relax with friends and have a real good cup of coffee.

It is surprising to take place in that it can offer the students more of what they want—good times, good friends, and good food—what more could you want? Please don't let the coffee house die a slow death. Help it as much as you can. Right now the coffee house would like tables. As many as possible. The sooner they get those tables, the faster they can offer you more of a good thing. If anyone knew of someone who has donated these tables, please get in contact with Karen Beazley in the Senate office. Country Comfort really appreciates your help.

RI State Legislative Internship

Dear Editor,

I would like to bring to the attention of the student body that a program that is open for upperclass Bryant Students—the Rhode Island State Legislative Internship. Course credit is granted for this program. This is a special and unique opportunity for students to observe and participate in the work of a state agency and meet with other students in the state as well.

The State Legislative Program, begun in 1967, is a 12-week program of work and seminar experience during the Spring semester at the state level of government. Students are nominated by the College and join 30-40 interns statewide. Students will be assigned to various executive, legislative, and administrative agencies.

Last year Bryant had three participating students; they were Michael Dionne with the Governor's Office and Austin Clark and Nicholas DeStefano with the Insurance Commission. Program requirements include: attendance at a Monday afternoon seminar; work with an agency; a term report. A stipend to cover transportation expenses is given the student.

We are moving into Dorms 2 and 6 for intercession.

Elizabeth Palter

Students interested may get applications and further information from me. The last date for applying is December 17. Announcements of selected interns will be made by the Commission in January.

Continued from Page 1

Elizabeth Palter

succession. Written after the assassination of John Kennedy, it calls for selection of a vice president to be the chief executive and approval by the Congress. That approval came today, and Gerald Ford is now the 40th Vice President of the United States. UPI: 12/6/73.

Evaluating Matt McManus

Although this is Matt McManus' first year in student government, he has proven himself to be an able and hard-working member of Bryant's Student Senate. As Vice President of the Senate, his official duties are to preside over the Senate meetings and act as liaison for Faculty-Student relations. He is directly responsible for the Faculty-Course Evaluation Program which he has been working on with Dr. Gould of the Marketing Department and other faculty members.

Matt related that he has "never been to a school where a faculty has been so concerned and helpful towards students." He feels that the Administration has made an effort to improve student relations; although they may not always implement action on student proposals, they are always willing to listen.

Matt sees an improvement in this year's Senate over last year's, which was not representative of the student body. This year, he feels that the Senate is trying to improve life here on campus, as can be seen in the events it has planned, such as movies, mixers, and concerts.

Matt would like to see more feedback and involvement from the students. This is the only way the Senate can tell if they are doing their job. In an effort to improve relations between the Senate and the student body, the Senate is planning to have a Question and Answer Program on the radio when Bryant's station begins broadcasting next semester. Students will be able to call in a voice their opinions, and a representative of the Senate will answer any questions a student might have.

The upcoming Faculty-Course Evaluation is going to be very important to the students. Matt cannot overemphasize the importance that students must be honest and sincere in filling out the evaluation forms. Students are asked to give for it to give a true picture of the teachers and courses. He would also like to make clear that this evaluation is not designed to be used against the faculty, but rather to be a guide for students so that they can select what teachers and courses will be best suited to them.

With students like Matt McManus, who show their interest in Bryant and work towards improving the life of the students, the Senate will surely live up to its duty to be a representative body of students.

Elizabeth Palter

Students interested may get applications and further information from me. The last date for applying is December 17. Announcements of selected interns will be made by the Commission in January.
Policy Statement On Alcoholic Beverages

by Dr. Fullerton

With the Holiday Season fast approaching, the Office of Student Affairs is advising residents to remember all students, resident and commuter, are permitted to have alcoholic beverages on campus.

The policy states:
1. It is legal in the State of Rhode Island for anyone over the age of 18 to possess and consume alcoholic beverages on campus.
2. Legal permission to possess and consume alcoholic beverages is not to be construed as license to drink on campus or anytime on our campus.

Policy pertaining to alcoholic beverages:
1. Consumption of alcoholic beverages in moderation is permitted in the Residence hall.
2. Consumption of alcoholic beverages in the Unstructure or other campus buildings, with the exception of the Rathskeller, unless specific permission is obtained in advance from the Office of Student Affairs.
3. Consumption of alcoholic beverages out of doors by individuals or groups is prohibited except at scheduled events authorized by the Office of Student Affairs.
4. Sale of alcoholic beverages at any level on campus is prohibited unless a valid license is granted by the State of Rhode Island and the organization in accordance with the laws of the Town of Smithfield and the State of Rhode Island.

Recent past, a newly-created "tradition" has resulted in certain students taking the liberty of using the Beach Bar and Rotunda as public drinking areas. This activity is illegal and is prohibited and will not be tolerated.

It is hoped that everyone in the Bryant Community will cooperate in implementing this policy.

Dr. Phillips is a member of St. Stephen's Church, is married to the former Elizabeth Hope, and resides at 72 Prospect Street, Providence.

All resident students who are not staying for Winter Session should call the Woonsocket Office of the Phone Company (401) 762-9950 in order to suspend service from December 21 until January 20. This will save 50 percent on your service charge for the duration of your suspension. Should you desire to prevent anyone from using your phone during Winter Session.

It would be appreciated if you would refrain from throwing objects and debris on the pond while it is freezing.

by Paul Carroll

Xerox TV Special: "Money Crunch"

NEW YORK—Poor kids and rich kids can go to colleges of their choice. Middle-class kids can't—unless they want to pay a steep price for the privilege. That paradox, and why many college administrations are ready to probe, will be probed in "The College Money Crunch," an NBC News special to be broadcast this Thursday, December 19, at 11:30 p.m. on the NBC Television Network.

It will mark the first of a series of national programs that Xerox plans to run as part of its "Money Crunch" series. The special will focus on the issue of who will pay for college education.

Some private institutions are dreading high schools with direct-mail promotion features and recruiting high-school seniors with slick direct-mail promotional material. But that is not as common as college football recruiting. "The football players are more like the best high-school athletes," says one administrator. "It's almost like a product." Tax-supported state universities can offer much lower tuition by forming "special purposes" companies to handle their own recruitment. But there is a problem: Anticipating steadily increasing enrollments, colleges are finding more and more new students to fill the gaps, and this process is already underway.

This special is being filmed at a number of locations across the country as Newsweek interviews students, their parents and college administrators.
The Veterans Administration urged students not to go to classwork, or to evade service, so as to "advise survivors of benefits they've been entitled to from the agency.

Officials emphasized that "families can cause undue anguish during times of great emotional stress.

The Veterans Administration recommends that veterans and spouse to sit down and open up about family matters, including locations of family documents, which would facilitate claims for VA benefits.

Veterans also were advised that in event of death, the deceased's family or close friends should know they can check with veterans service organizations, as well as VA offices, for information or other assistance.

Barry Fullerton Talks About Bryant

"There are quite a few new ideas for the upcoming year at Bryant; whether they will ever be put into practice remains to be seen," said Dr. Fullerton. "I've been working with the students, and I think we've come to some kind of a program that we're going to try starting next year.

The idea is to have a peer counseling program, which I think will probably become a reality. A peer counseling program should only augment a professional counseling service, and we'd like to get both of these programs going.

Dr. Fullerton is very concerned about the students' welfare while they are here at Bryant. Any problems which they may encounter he wants to be able to help them with. "I think the peer counseling is under way now—"at least in the training process," he said. "I think most people will agree that there are a lot of things that happen to a student during a year one year or three or four years here. If you had the opportunity to talk to a full-time professional psychologist or full-time professional counselor, it would be beneficial and would help you become a more effective student in the classroom, which is the primary reason for being here."

The program, Dr. Fullerton said, would be started, would have an awful lot of potential, and would help a lot of the students who are withdrawing for personal reasons. There seems to be a lot more students who do withdraw for personal reasons. Because I think there is a lot of potential, I think the opportunity to discuss these personal things with a counselor is something that is important. We try to get them out and not interrupt their education. To me it is very important. Furthermore, I think every one of us—that includes faculty, staff, administration, and students—has times when we seem to be surrounded by a lot of anxiousness, sometimes for no reason at all. I think we should try to develop a counseling program, and the program will be started."

Dr. Fullerton brought up the area of financial aid. It seems that the Federal Government has added and subtracted some programs. Along with the additions came new programs with new conditions added on, or we should call them restrictions. All in all, the Financial Aid Office is doing a good job. It's the main goal to help as many people as we can, and they are doing a fine job as far as Dr. Fullerton put it, "they are trying to schedule hearing."

Ms. Carmen Jordan is moving right along in her attempts to find new student opportunities. The problem of money is hanging overhead but still the moves on trying to make Bryant College more competitive for places for students.

Dr. Fullerton said, "we view things as being important. Whether other people view them as being equally remains to be seen.

The new Town Homes will be ready to open in the fall. The prices have not at this point been determined. The buildings will be ready by mid-summer and ready for occupancy by September. It will be apartment living and very different from dorm life. There will be two floors, one and one-half baths, four bedrooms, kitchen, and combination living-dining room. The apartments will be fully furnished and the kitchen will be fully equipped. There will be electric heating and air conditioning. Credit is definitely given to the architects for the site here.

Both the good and bad points of orientation were discussed. On the whole, Dr. Fullerton thought that the orientation went very well. New ideas are in the making for next year's orientation program.

Dr. Fullerton said, "In three or four years, I see Bryant as having all the programs that the students want and need. People seem to forget about the world who spend 24 hours a day on campus, five, six, or seven days a week. If you are not happy outside of class, you won't be productive in class. More creativity is needed both academically as well as nonacademically."

TRIVIAL TRIVIALITIES

Last week's winner was Ken Foote. He received a $5 gift certificate to the Bryant Bookstore.

Here are the answers to last week's questions:

1. What quiz show did Bud Collier host before To Tell the Truth? Beat the Clock.
2. What quiz show did John Daly host? What's My Line?
4. In the original Password, how many points were needed to win a round? 20.
5. Who was the host of Who Do You Trust? Johnny Carson.
6. How many numbers are on the Concentration game board? 30.
8. What quiz show gave the contestant the answers according to the rules? Jeopardy.
9. What was the host of I've Got a Secret? Gary Moore.
10. What was the name of Bill Cullen's first show? The Price is Right.

BONUS: Who was the original host of Concentration? Hugh Downs.

The first person to turn in all the correct answers to the Archway Office will win a $6 gift certificate to the Bryant Bookstore.

8-Track Stereo Tapes Cassette $1.98 EA.

Full Guarantee Now Hit's!

List $79.95 Our $49.95

8-Digit Pocket Size Electronic Calculator

Clear, multiply, add, divide, minus, equal keys.

Uses battery and AC cord. (included)

Manville Wholesale
19 Winter St. 767-3615
Manville, R.I.

Open 3-5 Tues.- Fri. 10-5 on Sat.

Directions can be found on campus billboards.
As you know, the ATGBS score is one of the key criteria used by the Admissions Officers of Graduate Schools of Business. Undergraduates should plan on taking the examination prior to applying for graduate study. Otherwise, they may not even be considered for admission.

Listed below are the ATGBS examination dates for 1974 and the dates the applications should be received in Princeton:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam Date</th>
<th>Application Date</th>
<th>Jan. 4, 1974</th>
<th>June 21, 1974</th>
<th>March 8, 1974</th>
<th>March 20, 1974</th>
<th>July 13, 1974</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For those students who have not applied but want to take the examination, there is a "walk-in" provision. The student must bring a completed registration form to the Test Center.

The application fee is $12. A "walk-in" means an additional $10 fee.

Jim Fries says, "The world is made for people in small sizes." And Fries should know—he is down from 387 pounds to a trim 181.

Now that he is a relatively skinny man, Fries wants the world to know the "un-jolly" truth about being fat. "Fat people have to be jolly," he says. "Everybody expects it. But jolly we are not. It's misery. It's lonely."

The student must apply for graduate study. And Fries says, he was hungry all the time, constantly jumping down people's throats. No one could live with him.

An understanding boss on his construction job put him off to work by himself during this period. But, says Fries, the biggest thing in weight-losing is "self-confidence. My whole personality has changed." He has started his own construction business.

Fries, who lives with his mother, blames no one but himself for getting fat in the first place. He says he just ate too much all his life.

How, he says: "I'm disgusted with fat people, and I can say that because I was fat. It is pitiful for people to let themselves go like that." UPI.

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

Marketing Spot

CARER DAY

Representatives from various areas of the Marketing field assembled at Bryant College to participate in a Marketing Department sponsored Career Day last Thursday. The representatives met informally with students discussing the various concentrations of Marketing.

EARN BIG MONEY

Cash in on Bryant's own little newspaper! Make BIG Commisions. Make BIG $$$ Soliciting advertising space for the Archway. Don't worry about training or experience, we'll teach you FREE OF CHARGE!!! High pay, glamour, travel all yours if you join today. DON'T WAIT A MOMENT LONGER! Stop in and see the Advertising Manager, Rob White his-name
The Warren Commission, Trash At Its Best

One of the more bizarre incidents of the Twentieth Century occurred slightly more than ten years ago. The purge of our 35th president and subsequent cover-up of prima facie evidence surrounding the entire affair left our country astonnished in the realization that political fiction could be more "cloud" than the very institutions they had manipulated.

It has become common knowledge that the Warren Commission was little more than a group of individual investigators, councils, members of the FBI, and was chaired by a prestigious official, Justice Earl Warren, who designed the commission to uphold the single main theory of the assassination. In order to accomplish this falsification, the Commission labored diligently to overlook, sidestep, and disregard more than half of the evidence which would have categorically implicated a conspiracy attempt.

The American people found solace in the findings of the Warren Commission, and it is certain type of comfort in the realization that Lee Harvey Oswald killed our president and he paid for it with his own life so justice would be served. Rather than ever, the realization should begin at this moment with the fact of a patriotic fanatic avenging the murder of the young president, no, we should have to prove his innocence from the start, and it is clear that in the interval between the assassination of the president and Oswald's trial, there were no written or tape-recorded accounts of Oswald's testimony. It is even more pertinent that the only member of the press, Dorothy Kilgallen, to interview Oswald, died of unnatural causes just prior to her own testimony before the Warren Commission.

The inconsistencies are endless. To date, there hasn't been a great deal of public support for the issue save for a few independent investigators such as Mark Lane and Jim Garrison. However, recently a new conspiracy has emerged known as "Executive Action." It supports the proponents of the conspiracy school of thought and exemplifies the theories put forth by Mark Lane surrounding the organization which was devised to eliminate JFK.

The film suggests that this organization was business-oriented with vast power, involving international intrigue. John F. Kennedy's Administration would assume a great deal of power, particularly if his brothers would succeed him. The conspirators envisioned this concentration of power as detrimental to their particular situation. They had only one option left to them—stop the growth of power by killing John Kennedy.

Burt Lancaster, the late Robert Ryan, and Will Geer cast as the right-wing conspirators who assemble a top-notch task force of three "black operations" assassins. The plausibility with which the scheme is contrived makes one rather pessimistic as to the future emergence of another charismatic figure who would refuse to be subjected to the whim of the political right. Nixon need never fear a reprisal from these factions. Fantasistic as the

Watergate

Linked To

November 22, 1963

New Britain, Connecticut—A Cambridge, Massachusetts organization claims that John Kennedy's assassination might be related to Watergate. Spokesman for the assassination information bureau told students at Quinnipiac College in New Britain, Connecticut that Kennedy's Commission's report on the assassination was "an outright lie." Two group members, Harvey Legg and David Williams, contend the photographs exist which implicate complexity among elements of the CIA, FBI, Dallas, and the anti-Castro "community," including certain Watergate figures—Cuban anti-Cuba. The group alleges the conspiracy might have been focused on Kennedy's anti-Cuban activities. US fut 1723
FIELD TRIP PLANNED
The Bryant College Accounting Association will have a field trip to the Blackstone Valley Gas Company in Cumberland, Rhode Island, on Wednesday, December 12, 1973. It will be a free tour of the building and its facilities. The trip is open to all accounting majors. If you are interested in coming, just meet in the Rotunda on Wed. Dec. 12 at 1 p.m.

MEETING
There will be a Board of Directors meeting of the Accounting Association on Monday, December 10, in the Commuter Lounge at 3 p.m. All Board members must attend.

GENERAL MEETING
The last general meeting of the Bryant College Accounting Association will be held on Monday December 17, 1973. There will be a discussion on the field trip to the Gas Company and the officer will close all business matters for this semester. All Association members must attend this meeting.

Dean Tape To Be Turned Over

(New York)—The White House agreed Thursday night to turn over to the New York Federal Judge in the John Mitchell-Maurice Stans Conspiracy Trial a tape recording of a Presidential conversation with former aide John Dean. Judge Lee Gagliardi has rejected as "not sufficient" a partial transcript he had received of the taped conversation last February 28. Dean is a key government witness at the trial, which is scheduled to begin January 9.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Country Comfort Needs Staff Members
Drop by any time and join

Next time you see someone polluting, point it out.

It's litter in the streets. It's air that smells. It's a river where fish can't breathe.

You know what pollution is.

But not everyone does.

So the next time you see pollution, don't close your eyes to it.

Write a letter. Make a call. Point it out to someone who can do something about it.

People start pollution. People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful

Feast Of The Immaculate Conception
Mass will be held in the auditorium Saturday, December 8, 1973 at 12 Noon
The Brothers of Kappa Tau and Phi Epsilon Pi present the Third Annual Homecoming Weekend. This weekend proves to be one of the biggest weekends last year on the Bryant social calendar and we are hoping for the same this year.

The first part of our weekend starts on Thursday night, December 6, with the judging of the Homecoming Queen in the Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Each fraternity sponsors a candidate to represent them in the pageant. The candidates will be judged on overall, ability to answer one question, hot pot, situation and overall poise and beauty. The voting of the queen will come from 50 percent of the panel judges and 50 percent from people entering the Coronation Ball at the Elks Lodge. Each person will get one vote as they enter the Elks Lodge by writing the candidate of their choice on the back of each ticket. No one will be able to vote without a ticket and all votes must be in by 11 p.m.

On Friday night, December 7, at 8:30 p.m., the Coronation Ball will be held at the Elks Lodge in Smithfield. Entertainment will be provided by one of the most popular groups around, "Molly McGregor." Also on Friday night will be the announcement of the winner of Homecoming Queen and presentation of the trophy.

Topping off the weekend will be a mixer on Saturday night, December 8, in the Rotunda from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Entertainment will be provided by "Molly McGregor," and beer will be served in the snack bar. Admission is only 50 cents. We hope that you can all be there because it should be a fun time for all.

Jay Johnson
Delta Sigma Phi
Jay is 18 years old and is enrolled in the Executive Secretarial program. This is her first semester here at Bryant, and she hopes upon graduation to be a secretary for a nationally popular magazine. Jay's hobbies are tennis and sports in general. Jay is from Oakville, Connecticut.

Leslie Pressamarista
Tau Epsilon Pi
Leslie is from New Hartford, Connecticut and is in her third semester here at Bryant. She is 19 years old and currently enrolled as an Accounting major. Leslie's future plans are to become a CPA. Her interests are cooking, competitive sports, her mobility and "Smiley."

Susan O'Keefe
Tau Epsilon Pi
Susan is from Naugatuck, Connecticut. She is currently a Legal Secretarial major, and wishes to pursue a career in law work. She's interests range from swimming, modern dance, and skiing. Her philosophy on life is, "we all take it upon ourselves to always look for the good in people instead of critizing their bad points."

Paula Pascale
Alpha Theta Chi
Paula is 18 years old and an Executive Secretarial major. After graduation she would like to enter the secretarial field and eventually be married. Some of her hobbies include ballet, modern jazz, swimming, and tap dancing. Paula comes from North Providence, Rhode Island.

Susan O'Reily
Tan Epilson Pi
Susan is from Orange, Connecticut, and is enrolled in the Teacher Education program. She is 18 years old and enjoys dancing, tennis, riding, and skating. After graduation, Susan hopes to be a successful teacher and to someday be married.

Ellen Hennessey
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Ellen is from Southington, Connecticut. She is currently a Legal Secretarial major and plans to use her background at Bryant for a career in courtroom reconstruction. Ellen's hobbies are bowing and swimming. Her philosophy on life is "when you're happy you should always smile and share your happiness with others."

Ellen's hobbies are cooking, competitive sports, her mobility and "Smiley."

Terry Beers
Beta Sigma Chi
Terry is from Orange, Connecticut, and is enrolled in the Medical Laboratory program here at Bryant. She is 18 years old and enjoys tennis, music, modeling, and people. After graduation Terry hopes to further her education in the medical field.

All request tequila "Sunrise" party, sponsored by NPRX. All the "sunrise" you can drink, for $1.75. Friday, Dec. 14, at Roger Williams College, on the Bristol campus in the cafeteria. The party is open to the public and will start at 8:15 p.m.
Faculty Federations—
A Noble Endeavor

Many of us here at Bryant have only a vague idea of just what the Faculty Federation is, if we have any idea at all. The Faculty Federation of Bryant College, was formed five years ago with the purpose of establishing a rapport with a national organization of teachers, the American Federation of Teachers. The goal of the Faculty Federation is to improve working conditions for teachers, promote professional advancement, set higher standards for the faculty, and review its own members.

This year the Faculty Federation of Bryant College celebrated its fifth year in existence. To honor this occasion Ms. Joan Marsella, Coordinator of Community Relations, organized a conference of Faculty Federations throughout the state which was held here at Bryant on November 15. Bryant was the first college in the state to organize its faculty into a Federation, and it is for this reason that Bryant has been the leader in guiding other colleges in organizing federations. This meeting was held to identify with other faculty federations and discuss common goals. Although only colleges in Rhode Island were invited to the meeting, it spurred such enthusiasm, that the Southern Massachusetts Institute requested an invitation. The Faculty Federation of Bryant College feels that the faculty and students are the most integral part of any college, and it is with this philosophy in mind that Bryant with its experience and expertise guides other colleges concerning their federations.

It was decided at the November 15 meeting of the Federations, to establish a Council for all of the Federations. A meeting will be held in March at Providence College, at which time the Council will be named, officers elected, and policy established. The members of all the Federations are to be commended for their unification in such a noble endeavor.

FOR SALE
Leaving for California, must sell 55 gallon fish tank with fish, stand, pumps, filters, etc. Valued at $200. Will sell for $110. Contact Don at 617-977-0202.

Notice
1973 Mercury Montego Mx, Bronze Age Package, Sound Package, power steering, AM, FM stereo tape player, radial tires, small V-8; must sell immediately. Call Richard, 942-0141.

UNIVOX Bass Amp, 1 15" speaker, 30 watt head. Asking $575. Call Horace, 726-1807.

1970 Olds 442 (Yellow with white stripes) Excellent condition. Good mileage. Only serious offers will be considered. Call Mark, 332-0202.

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
buck off
For Each Adult Member of Your Party
E ALL THE BEER
E YOU CAN DRINK
PLUS
E ALL THE SALAD
E YOU CAN MAKE
PLUS
E Lusciously Tender
STEAK
with French Fries
E ALL FOR JUST.
$2.95

Regularly $3.95
Cash Purchases Only

WITH THIS AD.
EMERSON'S LTD.
1940 Pawtucket Ave.
E. Providence
434 - 6660

Not Good with Any Other Promotion
This Offer Supersedes All Other Advertising

Evening Division News

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
by Tim Cartwright

1. Are evening school classes meeting this spring? I have heard that because of the energy crisis the evening school would not operate.

ANSWER: NO! Evening school classes will meet as scheduled during the spring semester. The universe must be available for student use after day classes end. The temperature control system utilizes the heat generated by the interior lights of the universe.

2. The energy problem may engulf personal gas consumption. What is the evening division considering to help the evening students?

ANSWER: A survey is being conducted to determine what courses should be offered at Raytheon's Portsmouth facility. These courses are open to any evening school student. More advanced courses will be offered on Saturday in the fall. Consideration is being given to expanding the Saturday offerings for the spring.

3. I recently received a letter stating that I have completed twelve hours of courses and am considered a special student. What does this mean, and am I in danger of losing credits earned in excess of twelve?

ANSWER: It means you have not declared for degree status. The Evening Division probably has not received your high school transcript. If you check with us, we can consider applying these credits. You must, however, get the high school to send us a transcript.

4. I preregistered. When will my VA check be in, and how do I obtain it?

ANSWER: One of the several reasons for preregistration was to process VA advance payment certifications. However, we have not received the spring certificated enrollments from the VA. Your first check should be sent to the College within three weeks after we process your certification of enrollment. A postal card will be sent to you advising you that your check is in the mail. If the Evening Division Office is open, you may pick up your check from us ONLY if you call the Business Office prior to 3:30 p.m. on the day you wish to obtain the check.

Bryant vs. Bentley
In Bryants'
3rd Hockey Game Ever
Saturday December 8.
at 4p.m.

Come Out and Support
Your Team
at the Smithfield Ice Rink
Bryant Spits First Two Hockey Games

Tomorrow is
Puck Day

by Fred Colson

Bryant's hockey team topped Assumption College by a Wednesday score of 8-4 to mark its first win in the intercollegiate ice wars. The win gave the Indians a split in their first 4-1-0 hockey season, the first being a loss to Nichols.

The game against Nichols was perhaps the most exciting of the season between Nichols' Rick Landgren and Bryant's Brian Falvey last season. Fairbanks has witnessed a remarkable improvement in its ice hockey program under Coach Bob May, who has made a brilliant debut in his first season.

The play in the second period was a bare bit nuggest at the last 12 minutes. Bryant's Billy Bridge scored a goal on a breakaway with just 1:26 left in the third period.

President of Bryant College, Dr. Harry Evarts, drops the puck in a ceremonial faceoff between Nichols captain Rick Landgren and "Earthquake" Mark Jolly, Alternate Captain of Bryant.

One of last season's leading scorers for 342 yards in leading his team in professional football and in the American Conference... Against the New England Patriots' Zone-pass defense has shown he can run with the ball, and make his tight ends, veterans Bob Adams, and Bob Adams... Bob Myers, Tuck Toth...tackled the net and chopped it out...with an unassisted goal...

The weaknesses in the Patriot line are: Ray Hamilton, Dave Tow, and Bob Adams. But has a tendency to make... Jake Reynolds, Leon Gray, and Bob Adams...for the game against the Patriots.

The worst is the Patriot line's running game. The Patriots were last in the league against the run at the

Swim Team Impressively in Season Opener

by Stephen Botzinoff

The Bryant College Swimmers opened their season with a strong showing at the College's last Thursday afternoon. The 200-yard relay team meet with 108 points. Following behind were Nichols College with 44 points, Bryant with 32 points, and Assumption (17 points).

Bryant performed well even though they fell short of their finish. Overall, the relay team performed excellently. A mixup in the 400-yard medley relay cost Bryant a definite third place finish and a shot at second place overall. Bryant was the only team to be out of the race overall. The relay team being no exception to this disqualification of the relay team. This is a costless possible point. However, this unfortunate incident did not take away from Bryant's reputation for being a team. Mr. Sussman commented that "Every team works well, particularly this year."

Henry set the Bryant school record for the 500-yard freestyle event. His 0:24.6 time bettered the former mark of 0:25.6, which was held by Mark Raffety.

The 200-yard freestyle relay team was also an advantage (he stands confident). The team members were enthusiastic about Bryant's fine performance. Several members expressed their confidence and said that they were confident about Bryant's performance. Several members expressed their confidence and said that they were confident about Bryant's performance. Several members expressed their confidence and said that they were confident about Bryant's performance.